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Locality of Program Behaviour







Scalable Shape Analysis for Systems Code, CAV'08
Yang, Lee, Berdine, Calcagno, Cook, Distefano, O'Hearn



Go Huge 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post land batch:  
~0% fix rate 
diff time continuous : 
~70% fix rate 
same analysis (Infer)

A stark lesson (2014)



The Hacker Way is an approach to building that involves 
 continuous improvement and iteration. 

Hackers believe that something can always be better, 
and that nothing is ever complete. 

Mark Z. Letter to investors. 2 Feb 2012 



Moving Fast



Being Responsive



Developing a Formal Reasoning Tool,  
the Hacker Way



P O'Hearn to M Hicks (2015)

2 threads, 40 instructions each: 10^23 interleavings
3.4 million years at 1billion interleavings/sec



Feb-Oct 2016:  
 
* understand engineering context (code)  
 
* Do mental proofs 
 
* Start prototype CSL prover  



Oct/Nov 2016
A team in NYC catches wind of initial ThreadSafety work.



1. High signal: actionable races that developers find useful; no need to (provably) find all.  

2. Inter-procedural: track data races involving many nested calls.  

3. Low friction: no reliance on manual annotations to specify which locks protect what 
data.  

4. Fast: able to report in 15 minutes on modifications to a millions-of-lines codebase.  

5. Treatment of coarse-grained locking, but not fine-grained

Pivot: MVP



Design Principles

(1) Be compositional; don’t do whole-program analysis.  

(2) Reason sequentially about memory accesses, locks and threads; don’t 
explore interleavings.  

(3) Report races between syntactically identical access paths; don’t attempt a 
general alias analysis.  

(4) Occam; don't include complex techniques (unless forced)



True Positives Theorem: The analyzer reports no false 
positives (under certain assumptions)

Assumptions: (nondet()) for booleans, no recursion

under-approx of over-approx of under-approx

theorem holds for RacerD version 2, not version1



>2.5k concurrency issues detected+fixed 

No false negatives reported from a year in prod

Ben Jaeger, FB Android engineer

Impact



Freedom
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Funding!

https://research.fb.com/programs/
research-awards/proposals/continuous-
reasoning-research-award/


